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HOMOGENEOUS DIGRAPHS
BoHDAN ZELINKA, ЫЪсгес
(Received December 17, 1969)

At the Czechoslovak conference on graph theory in Smolenice in 1966 M. FIEDLER
and V. KNICHAL suggested to study the so-called homogeneous graphs.
A homogeneous undirected graph is an undirected graph G satisfying the following
conditions:
(a) To any two vertices w, i; of G an automorphism ф of G exists such that v =
= (p(u).
(ß) If M is a vertex of G and h^,..., hj, thQ edges incident with it, then to each
permutation p of the number set { 1 , . . . , /c} there exists an automorphism фр of G
such that il/p{hi) = hpf^iy for i = 1 , . . . , k.
A weaker concept, weakly homogeneous graphs, is studied in [1]. Analogously
to the case of homogeneous undirected graphs also homogeneous digraphs can be
defined.
A homogeneous digraph is a directed graph G satisfying the following conditions:
(a) To any two vertices w, f of G an automorphism cp of G exists such that v =
= (p(u).
(ßi) If w is a vertex of G and hi, ..., /i^ the edges outgoing from it, then to each
permutation p of the number set ( l , ..., /c} there exists an automorphism фр of G
such that i/<p(/ii) = /îp(,) for i = 1,..., fc.
(ß2) If M is a vertex of G and ^ i , . . . , ej the edges incoming into it, then to each
permutation q of the number set { 1 , . . . , /} there exists an automorphism ij/q of G
such that lAq(^i) = ^q(i) for / = 1 , . . . , /.
We shall try to investigate homogeneous digraphs with help of the concept of
alternating connectivity introduced in [2]. From this paper we take also the symbols
which will be used in the following.
In [2] the concepts of (н—)-conneçtivity and of (— + )-connectivity of two vertices
of a digraph G are introduced. Each of the relations of being ( + -)-connected and
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of being (— +)-connected is an equivalence on the vertex set of the digraph G. The
equivalence class of the relation of being ( + — )-connected or (— +)-connected which
contains the vertex a is denoted by C^~{a) or C~"^{a) respectively. If there exists an
edge outgoing from a vertex of C^~{a) and incoming into a vertex of C^'^{b), we
say that the classes C"^ "(a) and C~'^{b) are associated to each other. In [2] it is proved
that in a digraph G without sources and sinks exactly one class C~'^{b) is associated
to any class C'^~(a) and exactly one class C'^~(a) is associated to any class C'"^{b),
If C"*" ~(a) and C~'^{b) are associated to each other, we denote

C{a,b) = C^-{a)uC-^{b),

C,{a,b) = ^--{a) ^ €"+(5),

Co(a, b) = C-'ia)

€2(0, b) = € " + ( 5 ) -^ C - ^ - ( Ö ) .

n C-'-ib) ,

Now let C(a, b) be one of the above defined classes. The subgraph of G formed by
the vertices of C(a, b) and the edges outgoing from C"^"(a) (and at the same time
incoming into C""*"(b)) will be denoted by G{a, b).
Lemma 1. A homogeneous digraph G with at least one edge contains no sources.
Proof. Assume that there exists a source и in G. Let v be another vertex of G.
There exists an automorphism (p of G such that <p(w) = v. Therefore v must be also
a source. As v was chosen arbitrarily, all vertices of G must be sources. But if G
contains an edge, its terminal vertex cannot be a source, which is a contradiction.
Lemma 2. A homogeneous digraph G with at least one edge contains no sinks.
P r o o f is analogous to that of Lemma L
Lemma 3. Let C(a, b), C{c, d) be two above defined classes of a homogeneous
digraph G. Then the graphs G(a, b), G(C, d) are isomorphic to each other.
Proof. As G is homogeneous, there must exist an automorphism cp of G which
maps a onto c. An automorphism of G evidently preserves the relations of being
(H—)-connected and of being (—h)-connected. Thus cp maps C(a, b) onto C(c, d)
and G(a, b) onto G(c, d) and these two subgraphs are isomorphic to each other.
Lemma 4. Let G be a connected homogeneous digraph. G is alternatingly
con
nected, if and only if in any set C(a, b) we have Ci(a, b) = €2(0, b) = 0, thus
C(^a, b) = Co{a, b). G is not alternatingly connected, if and only if in any set
C{a, b) we have Co{a, b) = 0, C^{a, b) Ф 0, €2(0, b) Ф 0.
Proof. Assume that Co{a, b) Ф 0, Ci{a, b) ф 0. Let и e Co{a, b), veCi{a, b).
We have и e C'^""(a), thus any edge outgoing from и must come into a vertex of
C~^(b) and belong to G(a, b). Since и e C~"^(fo) as well, any edge incoming into и
must go out from a vertex of C"*" "(a) and belong to G(a, b), too. On the other hand,
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V 6 C"^"(a), thus any edge outgoing from v must come into a vertex of C~^{b) and
belong to G{a, b). But vфC~^{b), thus no edge incoming into v goes out from
a vertex of C'^~[a) and belongs to G{a, b). Let cp be an automorphism of G which
maps и onto t>. As any automorphism of G preserves the relations of being ( H—)-connected and of being (— +)-connected, cp maps C^~{a) onto itself (as both и and и
belong to it) and С ~ "*"(&) onto itself (because also the associated classes are evidently
mapped onto associated classes by any automorphism of G). Thus cp maps C[a, b)
onto itself and also G{a, b) onto itself. As G is homogeneous, и cannot be a source,
therefore there exists at least one edge incoming into u. According to what was
proved above, such an edge belongs to G{a, b) and by cp it is mapped onto an edge
incoming into v and also belonging to G{a, b). But we have proved above that no
edge incoming into v belongs to G{a, b), thus we have obtained a contradiction. We
have proved that at least one of the sets Co(a, b), Ci{a, b) must be empty. Dually we
can prove that at least one of the sets Co{a, b), Ciia, b) must be empty. Therefore
either Со(<я, Ь), or both Ci(a, b) and C2(a, b) are empty.
At first consider the case CQ (a, b) Ф 0. Then Ci(a, b) = C2(a, b) = 0 and
Co(ö, b) = C(a, b). As we have seen, any edge incoming into a vertex of Co(«, b)
must go out from a vertex of C^~{a), thus also of Co(a, b); any edge outgoing from
a vertex of Co(«, b) must come into a vertex of C" "^(b), thus also of C{a, b). Therefore
any edge incident with a vertex of C{a, b) is not incident with any vertex not belonging
to C{a, b). The graph generated by C{a, b) is alternatingly connected [2], therefore
also connected. Thus this subgraph is a connected component of G. As G is connected,
it may contain only one connected component and the subgraph of G generated
by C{a, b) is equal to G. We have proved that G is alternatingly connected.
Now consider the case Co(a, b) = 0. In this case both Ci(fl, b), C2{a, b) are non
empty, because Ci{a, b) = 0 would imply C'^~(a) — Cj^a, b) u Ci{a, b) = 0 and
C2{a, fe) = 0 would imply C~'^{b) = Co(a, b) u Cjia, b) = 0, which is both impos
sible since a e C^~(a), b e C~'^{b). Each edge of G(a, b) goes out from a vertex of
Ci(a, b) and comes into a vertex of C2(a, b). These two sets are disjoint, therefore
G{a, b) is a bipartite digraph. As Ci{a, b) ф 0, we have C"^~(a) - C~'^(b) Ф 0
and any element of this set is not {-\—)-connected with a. Thus we have proved
that G is not alternatingly connected. The inverse implication evidently follows from
the above proved dichotomy.
Now we shall investigate homogeneous digraphs which are not alternatingly con
nected. Denote by (i(G) the system of all sets C{a, b) in G.
Lemma 5. Let G be a homogeneous digraph which is connected but not alter
natingly connected. Then all non-empty intersections of two different sets of ^{G)
have equal cardinalities.
Proof. Any automorphism of G preserves the relations of being (н—)-connected
and of being ( ~ +)-connected. Thus any automorphism of G maps any set of C ( G )
onto a set of G ( G ) and also any non-empty intersection of two of these sets onto such
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an intersection. Let M^, M2 be two of such intersections. We have (according to [2])
Ml = Ci(ûi, bi) n €2(^1, di), M2 = Ci(a2, ^2) n 02(^2, ^2) for some vertices
ai, «2. bi, b2, Ci, C2, t/i, ^2. where C(ai, bj) Ф C(ci, ^1), C(a2, b2) Ф C(c2, ^2) and
either C(fli, bi) ф C(a2, ^2) or C(ci, d^) Ф C(c2, ^2). If Mi n M2 Ф 0, then
Ci(ai, bi) n C2(ci, Ji) n Ci(a2, Ьг) n €2(02, ^2) Ф 0, thus Ci(ai, bi) n Ci(a2,
Ь2)Ф0, C2{ci,di)nC2{c2,d2)=¥0.
As Ci(ai,bi)c= C^-(ai), Ci(a2, b2) с
c= C-*--(a2), we have C^'C^i) n €•'-(«2) Ф 0. As C+~(ai) and C'"-(a2) are
equivalence classes, C'^~{ai) = C'^~(a2). But as the associated classes are uniquely
determined, we have C(ai, b^) = C{a2, fe2)- Analogously from the relation
^2(^1, di) n C2(c2, ^2) Ф 0 we can derive the equality C(ci, ^1) = C(c2, ^2)- But
this is a contradiction with the assumption. Thus M^ n M2 — 0 and we have proved
that any two intersections described above are disjoint. Let us again have Mi, M2
and choose и e Mi, v e M2. The set Mi and M2 is the unique intersection of two
sets of G^(G) containing w, v respectively. There exists an automorphism of G which
maps и onto v; it must map Mi onto M2 and thus Mi and M2 have equal cardinalities.
As Ml, M2 were chosen arbitrarily, all of such intersections have equal cardinalities.
Now we shall construct a digraph G assigned to G. Its vertices are the sets of (1(G).
If C(a,fo),C(c, d) are two sets of G^(G), there exists an edge outgoing from C{a, b) and
incoming into C{c, d) in G if and only if C2(a, b) n Ci(c, d) Ф 0.
Now we shall define the concept of the weakly homogeneous digraph analogously
to the concept of the weakly homogeneous undirected graph which was introduced
in[l].
A digraph G is called weakly homogeneous, if and only if the following conditions
are satisfied:
(a) To any two vertices м, Ü of G an automorphism ф of G exists such that v = (p{u)'
(ß) If M is a vertex of G and /ii, /^2 two of the edges outgoing from м, then there
exists an automorphism ф of G such that iA(/ii) = /12(y) If M is a vertex of G and e^, 62 two of the edges incoming into м, then there
exists an automorphism ф' of G such that ^^'(^1) = ^2Lemma 6. Let G be a connected homogeneous digraph which is not alternatingly
connected. Then G is weakly homogeneous.
Proof. As we have shown above, any set of (£(G) can be mapped onto another set
of G(G) by an automorphism of G. Now let C{a, b), C(ci, di), C(c2, ^2) be sets of (£(G)
and let there exist two edges /ii, /12 in G whose common initial vertex is C{a, b) and
whose terminal vertices are consequently C(ci, di), C(c2, ^2)- This means that
C2(a, b) n Ci(ci, di) Ф 0, €2(0, b) n Ci(c2, ^^2) 4= ^' As we have seen in the proof
of the preceding lemma, there exists an automorphism cp of G which maps C2(a, b) n
n Ci(ci, di) onto C2(a, b) n Ci(c2, ^2)- Let ф be an automorphism of G such that
the image of any vertex of G corresponds to the set of G^(G) which is the image of the
set of (£(G) corresponding to the original vertex of G in the mapping ф. Then ф{hl) =
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= /i2- Analogously we can proceed if the two edges of G have the same terminal
vertex. Therefore б is weakly homogeneous.
Let us have an undirected bipartite graph Я , let Ä, В be its dominating sets. The
graph H will be called semihomogeneous, if and only if the following conditions are
satisfied:
(a) If Ui e A, U2E Ä, there exists an automorphism (p of H such that (p{ui) = и2.
(ß) If Vi e В, V2E В, there exists an automorphism cp' of H such that (p'(vi) = f 2.
(y) If w is a vertex of H and /z^, ..., /z^^ the edges incident with it, then to each per
mutation p of the number set { 1 , . . . , /c} there exists an automorphism фр of Я such
that il/p(h,) = hp^i^ for i = 1, ..., /:.
Lemma 7. In a connected homogeneous digraph G which is not alternatingly
connected any subgraph G(a, b) considered as an undirected graph is a semihomogeneous bipartite graph.
The validity of this lemma is evident.
Lemma 8. Let G be a finite connected homogeneous digraph which is not alter
natingly connected. In each subgraph G(a, b) the number of sources (i. e. elements
of Ci(a, b)) is equal to the number of sinks (i.e. elements of C2{a, b)).
Proof. The graph G is weakly homogeneous, therefore it is regular. As it is finite,
the indegrees of all vertices are equal to their outdegrees. Let the indegree of any
vertex be r. Thus to any set C(a, b) of (£(G) there exist exactly r sets C(c, d) e (£(G)
such that C2{a, b) n Ci(c, d) Ф 0. As we have shown above, these intersections are
pairwise disjoint and have equal cardinalities. Let the cardinality of any of these
intersections be s. Each element of C2{a, b) is contained in some Ci(c, d), thus the
cardinality of C2{a, b) is rs. Analogously we can prove that the cardinality of Ci(a, b)
is also rs.
Lemma 9. Let G be a connected homogeneous digraph which is not alternatingly
connected. If C(a, b), C(c, d) are two sets of^{G) such that C2(a, b) n Ci(c, d) ф 0,
then either from any vertex of Ci{a, b) at most one edge goes into a vertex of
^2(^5 b) n Ci(c, d) or any vertex of Ci(a, b) is joined with all vertices of €2(0, d).
Proof. Let two edges go from a vertex и e Ci{a, b) into vertices of €2(0, b) n
n Ci{c, d), let their terminal vertices be v, w. At first assume that all edges outgoing
from и have their terminal vertices in C2{a, b) n Ci{c, d). As G is homogeneous and
each each of its automorphisms maps an intersection of two sets of ^(G) again onto
an intersection of two sets of (1(G), any vertex of G has the property that any two
edges outgoing from it have their terminal vertices in the same intersection of two
sets of (£(G). Let N be the set of initial vertices of edges whose terminal vertices are
in C2(a, b) n Ci(c, d). Evidently ueN, N cz Ci(a, b) and all edges outgoing from
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vertices of N have their terminal vertices in €2(0, b) n Ci(c, d). Let P = [wi, ^1,
Vi, hi, U2, ..., Wfc-i, ^fc-ij % - i , ^fc-b ^k] be a (н—)-path such that Ui = u. From
the facts mentioned above it follows that UIEN for i = 1, ..., k, VIE Ciia, b) n
n Ciic d) for i = 1, ..., fe - 1. Therefore C"^~(w) с iV. But as iV c: Ci(a, b) =
= C'*'~(a), we have C"^"(w) с C+~(a) and thus C'^~{u) = C^~(a), because
C^~(u), C^'~{a) are equivalence classes. We obtain C^~{a) cz N a C^~{a), which
means N = C^~(a). This implies C2(a, b) n Ci(c, J) = C2(fl, b), i.e. C2{a, b) a
с Ci{c, d). In this case C2(a, b) has a non-empty intersection with no other set of
^ ( G ) than C(c, d) and the outdegree of C(a, b) in G is 1. As G is regular, it must be
a cycle or a two-way infinite arc.
Now assume that there exists at least one edge outgoing from и whose terminal
vertex is not in €2(0, b) n Ci{c, d). Let /zi, .../hj,, к ^ 3, be the edges outgoing
from u; without any loss of generahty assume that terminal vertices of h^ and /Î2
are V and w (therefore they are in 02(0, b) n Ci(c, d)) and the terminal vertex of /13
is not in C2(a, b) n Ci{c, d). Let /? be a permutation of the number set {1, ..., /c}
such that p(l) = 1, p{2) = 3, p{3) = 2, p(i) = i for i = 4, ..., /c. There exists an
automorphism фр of G such that jAp(^i) = ^b(0 ^^^ ^ "^ !?•••» k. Thus lAp(^i) = ^ ь
Фр{^2) = ^3. 'Ар(^з) = ^2- The edges /г^, /Î2 have terminal vertices in the same
intersection of two sets of ^(G). As these intersections are pairwise disjoint and any
automorphism of G maps any of them again onto some of them, the images /г 1, h^
of the edges h^, h2 in ij/p must be contained in the same intersection of two sets of
ß^(G), which is a contradiction.
Lemma 10. / / in a connected homogeneous digraph G which is not alternatingly
connected a subgraph G{a, b) is a complete bipartite graph (considered as an
undirected graph), then G is either a cycle or a two-way infinite arc.
This is an immediate consequence of Lemma 9.
Lemma 11. Let G be a connected homogeneous digraph which is not alternatingly
connected. If C(a, b), C(c, d) are two sets of (^(G) such that €2(0, b) n Ci(c, d) Ф 0,
then either at most one edge comes from a vertex of €2(0, b) n Ci(c, d) into any
vertex of C2(c, d), or any vertex of C2(c, d) is joined with all vertices of Ci(a, b).
Proof is dual to that of Lemma 9.
The results obtained will be summarized in a theorem.
Theorem 1. Let G be a connected homogeneous digraph which is not
connected. Then the digraph G has the following properties:

alternatingly

(A) G is the union of a system © of pairwise isomorphic connected bipartite
subgraphs (i.e. digraphs whose vertex sets consist only of sources and sinks). Each
of these subgraphs is semihomogeneous (considered as an undirected graph) and
its set of sources has the same cardinality as its set of sinks.
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(в) Any two different digraphs of the system (5 have disjoint source sets and
disjoint sink sets.
(C) All non-empty intersections of source sets of graphs of © with sink sets of
these graphs have the same cardinality.
( D ) Either from a source of one graph of © at most one edge goes into a source
of another graph of ©, or any sink set of a graph of © is a source set of another
and vice versa.
(E) Either into a sink of one graph of © at most one edge comes from a sink of
another graph of ©, or any source set of a graph of © is a sink set of another and
vice versa.
( F ) Let G be a digraph whose vertices are the digraphs of © such that from
a vertex и into a vertex v an edge goes if and only if the sink set of the graph cor
responding to и has a non-empty intersection with the source set of the graph of ©
corresponding to v. Then G is weakly homogeneous.
Now we shall prove some constructive theorems. At first we shall give the definition
of the strongly homogeneous digraph.
A strongly homogeneous digraph is a directed graph G satisfying the following
conditions:
(a) To any two vertices м, i; of G an automorphism (p of G exists such that v = (p(u).
(ß) If w is a vertex of G and h^,..., hj, the edges outgoing from it, e^,..., Ci the
edges incoming into it, then to each pair [p, q], p being a permutation of the number
set { 1 , . . . , /c} and q a permutation of the number set {1, ..., /} there exists an automorphism ij/pq of G such that ij/pqih^) = hpf^i^, il/pq{ej) = ^^(j) for z = 1, ..., /c, ; =
= 1,...,/.
Theorem 2. Let a strongly homogeneous
indegrees and the outdegrees of its vertices
nected homogeneous digraph G which is
G ^ Go, any graph of (Ъ has r sources and
go into all its sinks.

connected digraph GQ be given, let the
be equal to r. Then there exists a connot alternatingly connected such that
r sinks and from any of its sources edges

Proof. To any vertex и of GQ we assign a graph G{u) of © described above. In
any G(U) we choose a one-to-one correspondence between its sinks and the edges
outgoing from и in Go and a one-to-one correspondence between its sources and the
edges incoming into w in Go- After identifying the vertices assigned to the same edges
we obtain the graph required. Now let cp^ be an automorphism of Go- Let us define
the mapping of the vertex set of G onto itself so that the image of a vertex a of G
is the vertex corresponding to the edge of Go which is the image of the edge of GQ
corresponding to the vertex a. In G, an edge goes from a vertex a into a vertex b if
and only if the terminal vertex of the edge of Go corresponding to a coincides with
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the initial vertex of the edge of GQ corresponding to b. Therefore the defined mapping
induces an automorphism (p of the graph G. Let a, b be two sources of the same sub
graph of G. The edges of Go corresponding to these vertices have the same terminal
vertex, therefore there exists an automorphism of Go which maps one of them onto
another. The corresponding automorphism of G maps a onto b. We proceed analo
gously if a and b are two sinks of the same graph of G. Now let w, i? be two vertices
of Go- There exists an automorphism cpo of Go suchthat (po{u) = v. The automorphism
(PQ maps all edges incoming into or outgoing from и onto the edges incoming into v
or outgoing from v respectively, thus the corresponding mapping (p of the vertex set
of G onto itself maps the sources or sinks of G(u) onto sources or sinks respectively
of G{v). Thus if с is a source of G{u) and d a source of G{v), the vertex с is mapped by
this automorphism onto a source of G(v) and this source can be mapped by another
automorphism onto d. Now let a be a vertex of G, /z^,..., /?^ the edges outgoing from
it, bi,...,bj. their terminal vertices. Let e{a), e^b^),..., e{br) be the edges of Go
corresponding to the vertices a,bu ...,b^. The terminal vertex of e{a) is the initial
vertex of all e[b^ for z = 1, ..., r. Let /? be a permutation of the number set { 1 , . . . , r},
let q be an identical permutation of this set. Let us take the automorphism ^l^ of GQ.
We have \i/lq{e{a)) = e{a), \l/lq{e(b,)) = Ь^,(^) for i = 1 , . . . , r. In the corresponding
mapping ij/pq of G we have il/pq(a) = a, \l/pq{b,) = bp^i^, thus il/pq{hi) = hp^^y Analo
gously we proceed for edges incoming into u. We have proved that G is homogeneous.
Theorem 3. Let H be a homogeneous bipartite undirected graph, let к be an even
positive integer. Then there exists a connected homogeneous digraph G which is not
alternatingly connected such that any graph of (5 {considered as an undirected one)
is isomorphic to Я , any source set of a graph of © is a sink set of another one and
vice versa and ö is a cycle with к vertices.
Proof. Let A, В be the two dominating sets of H, A = {a^,..., a j , В = {b^, ...
..., b j . (As H is homogeneous, the sets A and В must have the same cardinality r.)
Denote / = ^/c, which is an integer. The vertex set of the graph G is the union of к
pairwise disjoint sets A^^\...,A^^\
B^^\...,B^^^
such that A^'^ = {a['\ ..., a^^^},
B^'^ = {b^/^ ..., bi'^} for / = ! , . . . , /. There exist edges 'a^!^\W^4!^
in G (l ^
^ m ^ r, 1 ^ n ^ r), if and only if there exists an edge a^b„ in H (for i = 1, ..., /)•
The difference f — 1 is taken modulo /. No other edges exist in G. Let a^„, ß^n^ Утп
for m = 1, ..., г, n = 1 , . . . , r be automorphisms of H such that a^„(a^) = a„,
ßmnibfn) = ^ю Утп(^т) = Ь„. То thcsc automorphisms of H the automorphisms
^тю ßmn^ Утп of G агс assigucd so that a^„{u) = v implies ä^w^^'^) = v^^\ ß^„{^) = v
implies ßmn{u^'^) = ^^'\ Утп{и) = V implies Утп{и^^) = v^'^ for f = 1,..., /. (If и is
а vertex of Я , we shall speak about the corresponding vertex u^'^ in G for i = 1, ..., /
so that if w = a^, then м^'^ = a^^\ if м = b^^ then w(^> = b^J^^ for any m.) Further let ц
be an automorphism of G such that YI{U^^^) = M^^ + I) for i = 1,..., / (the sum i + 1
being taken modulo /). If we have two vertices a^;>, a[''^ of G, then a\l^ = п'~'^шп{ат^)'
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If we have two vertices bl^\ b^/^ of G, then b^^ = n'''^ßmn{Ь^J^^\ Finally, if we have two
vertices a^J,\ Ь['^ of G, then bl^'^ = П''Чтп{ат^)- Let a^ e A, let h^^^ h, be the edges
incident with a^ in H. If й, = a^b^ for some ^, и, then /z^/'^ = л,^„^^/?У\ ^, = b\i~^^a\[^
in G. If p is some permutation of the number set {l, ..., s}, let (/^p be an automorphism
of Я such that ^p{h^ = /ip(i) for i = 1, ..., 5. Let us define ^p analogously to ä^„,
^mn. Утп' Then ^p is an automorphism of G and ^//i^) = h^^ty ^^{e^ = ^Р(0 for
i — 1, ..., s. We proceed analogously for a vertex b^ e B. The digraph G is homo
geneous, q.e.d.
Theorem 4. Le? /с, г be positive integers. Then there exists a connected strongly
homogeneous digraph G which is not alternatingly connected and such that any
graph of (5 /5 [considered as an undirected one) isomorphic to a complete bipartite
graph K^j., the source set of any graph of © is the sink set of another one and vice
versa and G is a cycle with к vertices.
R e m a r k . The vertex set of the graph K^^ is the union of two disjoint sets A and B,
both having the cardinality r, and any vertex of A is joined by an edge with any vertex
OÏB.
Proof. The vertex set of G is the union of к pairwise disjoint sets Л^^\ ..., A^^^.
We have Л^^> = {a^^\ ..., a\!^}. The edges of G are a^^^a['^^^ for 1 ^ m ^ r, 1 ^
^ n S r and i = 1, ..., k. (The sum i + 1 is taken modulo k) No other edge is
contained in G. If p is some permutation of the number set {1, ..., r} and 1 ^ i g /c,
let (p^p be an automorphism of G such that cpP{a\^^) = a^^^^y and <PpX^mO = ^m^ ^^^
j =t= i and m = 1 , . . . , r. Further let rj be an automorphism of G such that f/(a^'^) =
= a^;^^^ for m = 1, ...,r, i == 1, ...,k. (The sum / + 1 is again taken modulo /c.)
Thus for two vertices al^\ a^J^ of G we have al/^ = n^'^Ç^ia^i^) where p is a permutation of the number set {1, ..., r} such that p{m) = n. Now let us have a vertex a\^\
The edges outgoing from it are h^ = О^'^О^'"^^^ for И = 1 , . . . , r, the edges incoming
into it are e^ = ci^n'^^^^m for n = 1,..., r. If p, q are two permutations of the number
set { 1 , . . . , r}, then let ij/p^ be the automorphism of G such that il/pq(ai'^^^) = al\n)^\
^pqWn'^^) = ^q(«)^^ fö^ " = 1,..., r and all other vertices of G are fixed in i/^^,^.
The mapping \j/p^ evidently is an automorphism of G, thus G is strongly homogeneous.
The following theorems are evidently true.
Theorem 5, Let H be a connected homogeneous undirected graph. By substituting
each undirected edge of H by two directed edges joining the same vertices and
having opposite directions we obtain an alternatingly connected homogeneous
digraph.
Theorem 6. Let G be a homogeneous digraph which is not connected. Then any of
its connected components is a homogeneous digraph and any two of them are
isomorphic.
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In the end we shall mention some examples of homogeneous undirected graphs.
1. The complete graph with n vertices for any positive integer n.
2. The complete bipartite graph K„„ for any positive integer n.
3. The circuit with n vertices for any positive integer n ^ 2.
4. The graph Q„ of the n-dimensional cube for any positive integer n.
5. The graph of the regular dodecahedron.
6. The graph of the simplest finite projective plane (with seven points and seven
straight lines). The vertices of the graph are points and straight lines of the plane,
a point is joined by an edge with a line if and only if they are incident in the plane.
This graph is on Fig. 1.

Fig. 1.
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The graphs sub 2), sub 3) at even n, sub 4) and sub 6) are bipartite.
Problem 1. Does there exist a semihomogeneous bipartite graph both dominating
sets of which have equal cardinalities and which is not homogeneous?
Problem 2. Does there exist a strongly homogeneous alternatingly connected
digraph?

Fig. 3.

On Figs. 2 and 3 two examples of infinite homogeneous digraphs are shown.
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